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Chatbots as Interaction Modality: An Explorative      
Design Study on Elderly Classical Music Concert       
Subscribers 
This thesis is a pilot study aimed at exploring how a           
chatbot can be designed to be used as a tool to give            
elderly classical music concert subscribers information      
about concerts they are attending. Previous works have        
indicated chatbots to be useful as information retrieval        
systems. To test this theory, a chatbot called        
“BerwaldBoten” was created and tested on eight elderly        
concert subscribers. Apart from testing the chatbot in        
everyday settings during a week leading up to a concert,          
the users also answered questionnaires before and after        
the study for qualitative data. Data from the chats was          
also collected for qualitative analysis. The results were        
generally positive, where most users found it easier to         
acquire concert information when using the chatbot. A        
need to provide the alternatives to interact using either         
quick reply buttons or free text was indicated.        
Furthermore, the importance of stating limitations and       
being transparent regarding the system state at all times is          
discussed.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chatbotar som Interaktionsmodalitet: En Utforskande     
Designstudie på Äldre Konsertabonnenter av Klassisk      
Musik 
Detta examensarbete är en pilotstudie med målet att        
utforska hur en chatbot kan designas för att användas av          
äldre konsertabonnenter av klassisk musik för att ge dem         
information om konserter. Tidigare forskning har visat på        
att chatbotar är användbara som     
informationshämtningsystem. För att testa denna teori      
skapades chatboten “BerwaldBoten” och testades på åtta       
äldre konsertabonnenter. Utöver att testa chatboten i       
vardagliga situationer under en vecka före en konsert fick         
användarna svara på frågeformulär före och efter studien        
för kvalitativ data. Data från chatkonversationerna      
samlades också in för kvalitativ analys. Resultaten var i         
överlag positiva, och en majoritet av användarna tyckte att         
det var enklare att erhålla information när de använde         
chatboten. Ett behov av att tillhandahålla alternativen att        
interagera antingen genom snabbsvarsknappar (quick     
reply buttons) eller fritext indikerades. Vidare      
diskuterades vikten av att förklara begränsningar och att        
alltid vara transparent om systemtillståndet.  
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a pilot study aimed at exploring how a chatbot            
can be designed to be used as a tool to give elderly classical             
music concert subscribers information about concerts they       
are attending. Previous works have indicated chatbots to be         
useful as information retrieval systems. To test this theory,         
a chatbot called “BerwaldBoten” was created and tested on         
eight elderly concert subscribers. Apart from testing the        
chatbot in everyday settings during a week leading up to a           
concert, the users also answered questionnaires before and        
after the study for qualitative data. Data from the chats was           
also collected for qualitative analysis. The results were        
generally positive, where most users found it easier to         
acquire concert information when using the chatbot. A need         
to provide the alternatives to interact using either quick         
reply buttons or free text was indicated. Furthermore, the         
importance of stating limitations and being transparent       
regarding the system state at all times is discussed. 

Author Keywords 
Chatbot; HCI; Facebook Messenger; Design Research;      
Information Retrieval System; Concert Subscribers; Elderly      
Demographic 

INTRODUCTION 
In 2015, the combined user base of the top four messaging           
(chat) apps worldwide surpassed the size of the combined         
user base of the top four social networks (see Figure 1).           
Messaging apps have turned into huge platforms for which         
developers have a big incentive to create software. This         
kind of software is commonly called “chatbots” and is         
predicted by companies such as Microsoft and Facebook to         
take over much of the interaction currently happening in         
separate apps (mobile/desktop applications) [20].     
Facebook’s head of messaging, David Marcus, wrote that        
“Threads are the new apps” [17], referring to chatbot         
conversations, and by July 2016 over 11000 chatbots had         
been developed for Facebook Messenger [21]. 

 

Figure 1: Monthly active users Messaging apps vs. 
Social networks (BI Intelligence) 

Chatbots—also called machine conversation systems,     
virtual agents, dialogue systems, and chatterbots—are      
computer software that users mainly interact with using        
natural language. They offer entertainment or help with        
anything from weather forecasts, shoe shopping and       
booking meetings, to financial advice or a virtual friend one          
can talk to. Communication is done through chat platforms,         
e.g. Facebook Messenger, Slack, Kik, SMS or email. The         
opportunity to use these popular platforms (sometimes in        
conjunction with technologies such as artificial intelligence       
and machine learning) has made chatbots a popular trend         
[17, 20, 22, 2]. Many companies and organisations use         
chatbots to answer customer questions and/or provide their        
services online using messaging apps or general text chat         
interfaces. Examples of chatbots on the market include        
Brisbot which offers counseling for children, and H&M’s        
and Sephora’s Kik bots working as personal       
stylists/shopping assistants. Another example is     
HealthTap’s bot which searches a database for answers to         
previous questions similar to the currently posed question.        
If none of those answers are satisfactory, the bot offers the           
user to send the question to their human doctors. Two other           
examples many smartphone users may have encountered       
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are Apple’s Siri and Google Assistant, both of which offers          
their users help with information searching, setting       
reminders and performing other every-day tasks one uses a         
smartphone for. 

Example areas of chatbot design research include using a         
chatbot as an assistant for environmental education [23], the         
impact of conversational agents’ gender presentation on       
user behavior [5] as well as for information searching [29].          
As this thesis only explores using a chatbot for concert          
information, and interaction with it, areas such as        
environmental sustainability and gender issues are not       
explored. 

Chatbots for Classical Music Concert Information 
Using chatbots to provide concert information to people        
who subscribe to classical music concerts is an        
underexplored subject. It is an interesting case as the         
demographic is significantly different to those of the        
previously listed use cases, as the concert subscribers        
generally are older and have a different relationship to         
technology than younger demographics do. Although      
internet usage amongst elderly in Sweden has been steadily         
rising the last years, their usage is still significantly less          
than that of younger demographics [8]. Furthermore, the        
rate of decline of physical, sensory, and cognitive        
functionality can increase significantly as people become       
older [11]. This implies that a wide diversity of memory          
impairments, visual impairments and confidence levels      
need to be considered when including this group as users of           
computer software. 

When given a task such as finding a specific piece of music            
or information about an artist, an elderly user might have          
trouble finding it if it is not available at familiar services.           
When using a chatbot, the task of finding the information          
can be as simple as asking the bot about it, or as McNeal             
and NewYear say: “The responsibility of locating the        
needed information shifts from the user to the programmer         
of the chatbot“ [18 p.5]. Furthermore, users with        
impairments can benefit from having the chatbot on a         
messaging platform such as Facebook Messenger because       
of the accessibility tools included in the applications [9, 30]. 

Berwaldhallen, home of the Swedish Radio Symphony       
Orchestra and the Radio choir, part of Swedish Radio and          
an important cultural institution, is a concert hall located in          
central Stockholm. During the spring of 2017       
Berwaldhallen had their website redesigned and were well        
disposed towards testing the feasibility of having a chatbot,         
for their customers, appear in one or more messaging         
applications. 

To explore how classical music concert subscribers could        

utilize a chatbot interface as an information source, a         
Facebook Messenger chatbot, called “BerwaldBoten,” was      
created that took enquiries related to a future concert at          
Berwaldhallen. The bot presented information about the       
users’ enquiries, including general information about the       
concert which was also posted on Berwaldhallen’s web        
page, images, and links to Spotify songs/playlists and        
Wikipedia pages. 

Research Objective 
This thesis intends to investigate how a chatbot can be          
designed to be used as a tool to give elderly classical music            
concert subscribers information about concerts they are       
attending, and if the chatbot designed can be considered a          
successful proof of concept. The chatbot would be        
considered a successful proof of concept if (a) it helps users           
find information easier, and (b) users consider using it for          
future concerts. Finally, what lessons can be learned from         
the implementation of this bot and what is important to keep           
in mind for future iterations and implementations will be         
discussed. 

BACKGROUND 
This section starts with a synopsis of the history of chatbots           
up until now. This is followed by an overview of research           
about how chatbots can be used as information sources and          
design challenges when creating one. After this, natural        
language in HCI, and design research as a research         
methodology is presented. 

A Brief History of Chatbots 
In 1950, Alan Turing developed the Turing test, originally         
called “The Imitation Game” [33]. The test is performed by          
having one person and a computer interrogated by another         
person sitting in a room apart from the other two,          
communicating by terminals. The goal of the interrogator is         
to determine which of the other two is a computer and           
which is human. The purpose of the test is to evaluate a            
machine's ability to convincingly impersonate a human, the        
main question of Turing’s text being if there are imaginable          
digital computers which would do well in The Imitation         
Game. There have been claims that bots have passed the          
test, but those have been disputed [27]. Also, alternatives to          
the Turing test have been devised to test computers for          
other abilities than that of imitating a human. The C-test          
(comprehension test) [12], and the Lovelace Test for testing         
artificial creativity and intelligence [6, 26] are examples of         
this. 

The year 1966, Joseph Weizenbaum published a chatbot,        
called ELIZA, for the study of natural language        
communication between human and machine [35]. ELIZA       
played a Rogerian psychotherapist, taking the user’s       
answers and rephrased them as questions (see Figure 2 for          
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an example conversation). 

 

Figure 2: Example interaction with ELIZA 

It did this by using pattern matching on user input to           
identify keywords and phrases found in a hard-coded        
database. The system then produced an answer using        
templates combined with the matched keywords. When no        
pattern was matched a collection of fixed phrases was used          
to keep the conversation going. Weizenbaum was surprised        
by what he discovered during his experiments: people        
attributed human-like characteristics to ELIZA; some      
students of his displayed emotional connections to the bot         
(a few wishing to be alone with it). He had discovered a            
phenomenon; that people, even if they are aware of that          
they are writing to a simple computer program, will still          
treat it as a thinking entity caring about their problems. This           
phenomenon is now known as the “ELIZA effect.” [36] In a           
later study, Reeves and Nass [25] researched how people         
treat computers as real people and are unconsciously polite         
to them; results which are in accordance with the findings          
of Weizenbaum. They also concluded that computers need        
to be polite because people expect reciprocity. 

In their book Emotions in humans and artifacts, Trappl et          
al. [32] discussed using the Eliza effect as a way to give            
“the illusion of life”. They state that one should not be           
afraid to take advantage of the effect when creating virtual          
characters: “The ‘Eliza effect’ — the tendency for people to          
treat programs that respond to them as if they had more           
intelligence than they really do is one of the most powerful           
tools available to the creators of virtual characters.” [32         
p.353] The effect has for example been used by winners of           
the Loebner Prize [15] competition (the first formal        
instantiation of a Turing Test). One of these winners is, the           
2004 winner, ALICE [1] (Artificial Linguistic Internet       
Computer Entity); a pattern matching chatbot which uses        
AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language). AIML is       
a widely adopted XML dialect for creating chatbots and         
virtual assistants. 

Today, many chatbot creators have moved on from simple         
pattern matching (such as AIML) to instead use natural         

language processing (NLP) and natural language      
understanding (NLU). If one does not wish to create their          
own NLP/NLU service, popular alternatives are Microsoft’s       
LUIS [19], Facebook’s Wit.ai [37], Google’s API.AI [3]        
and the open-source RASA NLU [10]. NLP and NLU help          
chatbots parse messages and act on the intentions of their          
users to a higher degree than simple pattern matching does          
[7]. In the future, progress in these areas could possibly lead           
to chatbots parsing user interactions (and translating them        
into actions) to the same degree as a person would. Hurdles           
such as learning concepts, and interpreting emotions and        
cultural nuances. among others, has to be overcome before         
this becomes a reality though [7]. With better NLP and          
NLU, chatbots can help the users without having to ask for           
a rephrasing or prompt the users with a help         
message/manual. As it is now, if a user-uttered question or          
phrase is not in the pattern matching database or confidently          
parsed by the NLP/NLU system, chatbots can be observed         
to resort to the previously mentioned tactic. 

Chatbots as information sources 
Shawar and Atwell [28] created a chatbot using        
ALICE/AIML and machine learning techniques to learn the        
bot categories from a training corpus consisting of the         
Qur’an. The chatbot allowed for general, fuzzy information        
access by chatting to it. It was considered by users as being            
a search engine with some technical differences, able to         
give an overview of the Qur’an and could be useful as a tool             
to help students recite from it. Another chatbot used for          
information retrieval was FAQchat [29]. The researchers       
designed the bot to provide search results from the FAQ in           
the School of Computing at the University of Leeds similar          
to results provided by search engines such as Google. Their          
aim was to show that it was a viable alternative to such            
search engines for the restricted domain. Almost all users         
who tested the chatbot gave positive feedback and thought         
that it was novel and interesting to access the FAQ using           
natural language questions. Moreover, a majority of the        
users preferred to use the chatbot over Google. 

Chatbot Design Challenges 
An important aspect to keep in mind when designing a          
dialogue system for a chatbot is to avoid repetitions of          
answers coming from the bot. According to Klüwer [14]         
this makes the conversation become unnatural, which is        
exemplified by a chatbot having just one kind of small talk           
sequence for all small talk phases in a conversation.         
However, including the ability to small talk, if done right, in           
a chatbot makes people perceive it as more trustworthy         
according to Bickmore and Cassell [4]. 

The start of a chatbot conversation is an important part of           
the user experience design, as Sörensen [31] states;        
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onboarding, the process for new users of a product to          
become successful when adopting it, is important in order         
for users to perform tasks successfully. The users of a          
chatbot might not feel confident when interacting with the         
bot if it does not provide a sufficient onboarding process. In           
other words, it needs to help the users understand what can           
be done at any given time, and how to perform the actions            
necessary, for the users to grow confident enough to feel          
that they can use the bot adequately. 

In 2016, Luger and Sellen published a paper [16] about the           
gulf between user expectation and experience of       
conversational agents (CA)—CAs are “dialogue systems      
often endowed with ‘humanlike’ behaviour” which chatbots       
are a simple form of [34 p.357]. In the paper they report            
their findings regarding users having expectations      
dramatically different to what the operation of the systems         
is really like. The CAs included in the study did not           
adequately convey machine intelligence and system      
capability. Thus, the users were unable to assess the         
intelligence of the CAs and had poor mental models of how           
the systems worked. Moreover, the researchers observed       
that playful aspects, and humorous responses triggered by        
specific phrases programmed into the CAs, made people        
want to try out what the CAs could do. These features did            
however make the users less forgiving of failure when the          
CAs were used in a serious way, as they expected the CAs            
to respond in a similar manner as they had during play. 

Natural Language in HCI 
Making sophisticated human-computer interactions easier     
by natural interfaces is discussed by Zadrozny et al. [38].          
They discuss how this can be done by allowing the users to            
express themselves in a way which is natural and direct,          
such as typing and speaking. NLP and NLU are considered          
enabling technologies for personalisation by the authors.       
The reason is that they enable users to interact in their own            
preferred way, with their own words instead of having to          
use one of a small number of pre-defined ways to interact           
with a system. 

Design Research as a Research Methodology 
In their 2007 paper [24], Peffers et al. present a          
methodology for conducting design science (DS) research       
in information systems (IS). The authors consider design        
science to be of importance in the IS design discipline, as it            
is oriented to the creation of artifacts. Since there was no           
common methodological framework for DS researchers of       
IS to follow, this proposition was deemed important in         
order to have more DS research be done within the field.           
The methodology consists of six activities: (1) problem        
identification and motivation, (2) defining the objectives for        
a solution, (3) design and develop an artifact, (4)         

demonstrate the use of the artifact to solve one or more           
instances of the problem, (5) evaluation of how well the          
artifact supports a solution to the problem, and lastly (6)          
communicating the research performed. The research      
approach of the current paper is influenced by this         
methodology. 

METHOD 
This section will first present how the chatbot was created          
and its design. Then, a description of the study will be           
presented. 

Chatbot Prototype 
The first step of designing the chatbot prototype was         
investigating the existing digital information sources of       
Berwaldhallen to see what areas were lacking, what the         
different sources were used for and to find out what should           
be included in the bot. The next step was the actual design            
and implementation of the prototype including discussing       
what would be feasible to implement and integrate into         
existing systems, sketching user scenarios and conversation       
flows, pre-study user tests and finalising the prototype for         
the user study. 

Berwaldhallen’s Existing Digital Information Sources 
Berwaldhallen had three main digital information sources       
available: their website, social media (including Facebook       
and Twitter) and emails. 

The website provided a schedule of all upcoming concerts,         
ways to purchase tickets and subscriptions, information       
about each concert, as well as general information regarding         
the concert hall, their symphony orchestra and their choir.         
To get information about a specific subscription through the         
website, at least three clicks were needed and there was no           
way for a user to save what subscriptions they had or what            
concerts they were going to for quick access in the future. If            
the user wanted more information about a performer, a         
composer or a musical piece, they had to search for that           
information by using other services and websites as there         
were no references or links to other websites containing that          
information. On the website there was a link to a Spotify           
playlist for upcoming concerts curated by Berwaldhallen.       
For the concert included in this study, only one of several           
musical pieces was available in the Spotify playlist        
provided by Berwaldhallen. This list was regularly prepared        
manually for upcoming concerts which meant that the        
person responsible had to find the pieces on Spotify         
themselves. 

On social media, Berwaldhallen uploaded photos and       
videos, paired with descriptive texts, about activity       
regarding the concert hall such as upcoming concerts. These         
uploads often contained content not available elsewhere,       
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such as original photos and video clips with text stating that           
a concert was about to start. 

Occasional newsletter emails with information about a few        
upcoming events in the coming months, not necessarily        
connected to the subscriptions of the receiving customers,        
were sent out by Berwaldhallen. Moreover, a couple of days          
before a concert, an email was sent out to those attending.           
The email contained some more detailed information about        
the concert than what was generally available on the         
website. 

Prototype Design 
To explore how a chatbot could be designed as a tool to            
give elderly classical music concert subscribers information       
about concerts they are going to, a Facebook Messenger         
chatbot prototype was created, using JavaScript/Node.js and       
the open-source bot application toolkit Botkit [13].  

The chatbot was designed to provide information about the         
concert included in the study (including information       
regarding the participants and composers) and links to        
webpages where one could purchase tickets. It also        
provided general information regarding the concert hall, the        
orchestra and the choir. Additionally, it provided the        
websites of all participating artists, Wikipedia pages of all         
composers, and Spotify links to the musical pieces to be          
performed at the concert. Lastly, Berwaldhallen’s upcoming       
concerts playlist and the Spotify artist pages of the         
participants and composers were also provided by the bot. 

Most of the textual information given to users by the bot           
was gathered from Berwaldhallen’s web page and manually        
organised into a data form which was more easily used by           
the chatbot. This was feasible because the bot only needed          
to be able to give information regarding one concert and          
Berwaldhallen in general for this paper’s user tests. The         
information was then used both in regular text messages         
and to populate information card templates (see Figure 3)         
containing data such as images, composer date of birth and          
death, concert occasion dates, links to Wikipedia, Spotify        
and other sites. The bot only conversed in Swedish, mainly          
because the concert information on Berwaldhallen’s web       
page was only provided in Swedish.  

 

Figure 3: An information card 

The use of a service such as wit.ai [37] (an NLP and NLU             
online service with support for Swedish), which requires        
training the bot in natural language understanding, was out         
of the scope of this thesis. This was decided because it           
would have introduced a lot of extra work to the          
development with little to gain for this study. 

To get feedback on the design of the bot before performing           
the study, even though access to the target user group was           
not available until the same week the study was to be           
performed, five initial pre-study user tests were conducted        
on Media Technology students at KTH. The students were         
contacted directly through Facebook and in the school’s        
computer labs. These tests yielded an interaction direction        
away from mostly user-written text towards pre-written       
alternatives shown as buttons, called “quick replies” (see        
Figure 4). The bot was therefore designed mostly for         
interaction through buttons displaying alternatives of what       
could be said in the conversation at any given time.          
User-written responses were matched against the keywords       
(and synonyms thereof) featured in the quick reply        
alternatives. Some user actions such as asking for help or          
directly requesting information about a specific artist (i.e.        
“artist [artist name]” as a shortcut) were not featured as          
quick replies, but explained how to be performed by the          
chatbot at the start of the conversation. Other actions the          
users could take by writing keywords not featured as quick          
replies were (1) changing their nickname, (2) getting        
information about the concert by writing its name, and (3)          
getting Berwaldhallen’s Spotify playlist. The written      
responses were handled by regular expressions (pattern       
matching). 
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Figure 4: Quick replies at the bottom of the 
conversation. 

The chatbot could enter “convos” (abbreviation of       
conversations) when asked about certain topics which       
required further enquiries from the user or if there was more           
information than could be contained in one or two         
messages. While in a convo, only replies shown as quick          
replies or synonyms thereof were accepted by the bot. This          
meant that certain actions or keywords such as those to get           
help, to change your nickname or to request information         
about a specific artist (when not shown as a quick reply)           
were not available. The reason for the convos was for the           
bot to know the state of the overall conversation and in turn            
give the users a way to see the state and possible actions            
they could take at any given time. The number of possible           
actions was also kept to around three or four at a time as to              
not overwhelm the users with alternatives. 

Study 
After creating the chatbot, subscribers of Berwaldhallen       
who had bought tickets to a specific concert, called         
“Solistprisvinnaren” which was performed two weeknights      
(2017-03-29 & 2017-03-30), were contacted by      
Berwaldhallen’s sales representative via email regarding      
this study. Out of 13 responses, ten subscribers were added          
as testers to the Facebook application, eight of which         
participated and chatted with the bot. The three excluded         
subscribers either did not have Facebook accounts or        
enough time to be part of the study. 

An email was sent to the testers with a form to be filled in              
before the testing of the chatbot. The form was sent out to            
get information about the participants’ age, perceived       
technological proficiency, and qualitative data about how       
they usually gathered and consumed concert information       
before going to a concert. When they all had finished the           
form, they were sent an email containing a link to a web            
page (see Figure 5) with information about the bot. The          
page also contained a button which took the users to the           
chatbot’s Facebook Messenger page where they could start        
a conversation. The users were instructed in the email to          
take notes on their thoughts about the chatbot so they would           
remember them for a final questionnaire sent at the end of           
the test period. 

 

Figure 5: Web page sent to testers 

The users then tested the chatbot for a week in everyday           
situations to get an indication about how the chatbot would          
be used in a normal setting. They were able to chat with the             
bot on Facebook Messenger whenever they saw fit to         
receive information about the concert they attended during        
the study. Additionally, as part of the study, the chatbot          
contacted the users with a reminder about the upcoming         
concert, just before noon, one day before the first concert          
occasion. The reminder message included quick reply       
buttons with the alternatives to get more information about         
the concert or declining (see Figure 6). If a user had sent a             
message to the bot the same day as the reminder message           
was scheduled to be sent out, it was not deemed important           
to remind them.  

 

Figure 6: BerwaldBoten sending a reminder about the 
upcoming concert. 

A final questionnaire was sent out after the user tests were           
done to get information about how the participants gathered         
information regarding the concert. It also included       
questions regarding their usage of the chatbot; for example         
what kind of device(s) they had used when chatting and if           
they were negative or positive towards certain design        
choices (including ways of interacting with the bot). Data         
from the chats was also collected for qualitative analysis.         
This gave information about, for instance, whether the users         
got the information they wanted when interacting with the         
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bot and in what ways they interacted with it. 

RESULT 
In this section, the participating users are presented,        
followed by their answers to the questionnaires regarding        
concert information gathering both before using the bot and         
when using the bot for the concert “Solistprisvinnaren.”        
Then, the participants’ answers to questions regarding their        
interaction with the chatbot are summarised. To end the         
result section, the chat logs are summarised. 

Participants 
In Table 1, general information about the eight participants         
of the user tests is shown. Most of the participants          
considered themselves to have an above average       
technological competence, with an average of ~8.1 out of         
10, 10 being “very technologically competent” and 1 being         
“not technologically competent at all”. All participants were        
between the age of 60 and 75, and the average age was 67             
years old. All users used either a smartphone or a tablet to            
interact with the chatbot; P2 and P6 were the only ones who            
used two different kinds of devices (smartphone and        
computer). There was no indication that the devices used         
notably affected the user experience or information       
gathering during the study. 

Table 1: Participants 

Alias 

Self-perceived level 
of technological 

competence (1-10) Gender Age 
Device(s) 

used 

P1 10 M 65 Tablet 

P2 10 M 60 Smartphone, 
Computer 

P3 10 F 72 Smartphone 

P4 8 F 65 Smartphone 

P5 7 F 61 Smartphone 

P6 7 M 70 Smartphone, 
Computer 

P7 7 F 70 Tablet 

P8 6 F 75 Tablet 

Participant Concert Information Gathering 
Answering the questionnaire sent out before the tests, all         
testers said that they usually got information regarding the         
concert (musical pieces/artists/conductor/composer etc.)    
through Berwaldhallen’s website, and half of them used        
Wikipedia for this as well. All but two (P2 & P5) thought            
finding the information was easy; P2 thought it was hard          
and P5 was neutral. 

In the questionnaire sent out after the user testing period          
was over, seven out of eight users said that they got           
information regarding the concert from BerwaldBoten. P1       
answered that he only got information from       
Berwaldhallen’s website (despite having interacted with the       
chatbot) and P3 that she only got information from the          
chatbot. Four participants (P2, P4, P5, P7) listed both the          
chatbot and Berwaldhallen’s website as their sources of        
information, P6 got information from the chatbot and        
Wikipedia, and P8 the chatbot and a newspaper. 

One user (P5) found it easier, and five users found it much            
easier, to find information regarding the concert when using         
the chatbot. Among the users who considered it much easier          
to find information was P2 who thought it was hard to find            
information before using the bot. P1 and P3 were neutral;          
P1 commented that he did not consider there to be any           
difference. P4 said that the bot was good for finding          
information, also mentioning how she liked the bot more         
than the information email Berwaldhallen sent out some        
days before the concert. Furthermore, half of the users (P2,          
P3, P4, P7) considered the chatbot to be much better as an            
information source compared to other sources regarding       
concert information. P6 considered it to be better than other          
sources, while P5 and P8 considered it to be as good as            
other sources, and P1 considered it much worse. All but one           
user thought the information given by the bot seemed         
trustworthy; P1 was neutral. 

Seven out of the eight users would consider using a chatbot           
for information regarding future concerts; P1 would maybe        
use one if it were smarter than BerwaldBoten was during          
the tests. P7 commented that she absolutely would consider         
using one as it created more interest in the concert. 

Interacting with the Chatbot 
Seven out of eight users liked interacting with the bot by           
clicking on quick replies (P1 did not). On the question “Did           
you prefer to write or press buttons to interact with the           
bot?” all but P5 preferred pressing buttons. However, if the          
bot had a better understanding for written messages P1, P2          
and P7 would have instead preferred writing as the form of           
interaction. P1 commented that he had expected something        
a bit more “Siri like” and P7 said that it is easier to get your               
own message across when you can write yourself. P4, on          
the other hand, commented that she did not know if she           
really wanted the alternative to write or not, but never          
missed it. 

All users but one were positive towards having information         
texts in the chat; P1 was neutral towards it. P4 did however            
comment that they were not necessary and that there should          
not be too much text. P4 also did not like having the text             
separated in different snippets (see Figure 7). Finally, P4         
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said that it would have been better having just a short           
information text, and then be presented with a link to a           
separate page if one would want to read more. 

 

Figure 7: Long information text with ‘Next’ and ‘Stop’ 
buttons. 

All users liked having the bot linking to the concert          
participants'/composers' web pages/Wikipedia pages. P4     
commented that this made it very easy to navigate and          
obtain the desired information. 

Seven users described the bot with positive words, the most          
common word being friendly/pleasant (trevlig) closely      
followed by helpful (hjälpsam). P1 described the bot as         
being unusable (oanvändbar). P4 commented that it was a         
good way to get information about upcoming concerts and         
that it was more fun than Berwaldhallen’s web site. 

Five of the users were positive towards having the chatbot          
on Facebook; P1 and P7 were neutral; P6 was slightly          
negative. P4 commented that it was good because it made          
the bot easily accessible. 

All users who were contacted by the bot the days before the            
concert (see Figure 6) considered it a positive experience.         
Two of the participants (P2 and P7) were not contacted          
because they started chatting with the bot that same day. P5           
was the only user who accepted the offer of getting          
information about the concert when reminded; all others        
declined. 

Chat logs 
A total of 127 messages (including both quick reply button          
presses and written messages) were sent by the participants         
during the test period. 14.2% of the messages were written          
by the participants themselves (i.e. not quick replies). 

Conversational fillers 
Some of the users used “conversational fillers” (messages        
sent which were not meant as a query or an answer to a             
question), e.g. “Will be interesting to listen to. [Ska bli          
intressant att lyssna till.]”, when P7 was presented with         
concert information. After P3 was presented with concert        
information, she said “Sounds exciting. Looking forward to        
the concert. Have a subscription. [Låter spännande. Ser        
fram emot konserten. Har abbonemang.]”. Another      
example was when the main performer was presented to P6          

and she said “Curious about Sebastian. Have tickets for         
Wednesday March 29. Have never heard a bassoon solo.         
Will be exciting. [Nyfiken på Sebastian. Har biljetter till         
onsdag 29 mars. Har aldrig hört ett fagottsolo. Skall bli          
spännande.]”. Additionally, P7 thanked the chatbot after       
receiving information about participating artists; “Perfect      
info, thanks! [Perfekt info, tackar!]”. 

Unsatisfactory chatbot responses 
There were a number of instances where the chatbot         
incorrectly interpreted the user messages and responded in        
inadequate ways. After the concert, P7 gave a review of it           
to BerwaldBoten; “That was one of the best concerts I have           
heard, a fantastic soloist who engaged the orchestra fully. It          
felt like everyone had a lot of fun and enjoyed themselves.           
[Det var en av de bästa konserter jag hört, en fantastisk           
solist som fick med sig orkestern fullt ut. Det kändes som           
alla hade mycket roligt och njöt.]”. The bot responded by          
asking which of P7’s concerts she wanted to know more          
about; the keyword “concert [konsert]” was matched and        
BerwaldBoten interpreted it as the start of a conversation         
about upcoming concerts. Similarly, P4 reported in a        
message to the chatbot that listening to a musical piece on           
Spotify provided through a link did not work; this was          
answered by the bot sending Berwaldhallen’s Spotify       
playlist since the keyword “Spotify” was matched. Another        
instance was when P1 started his conversation with the bot          
by asking if there was any information regarding another         
concert given some days before the concert included in the          
study (see Figure 8). The chatbot then answered by showing          
P1’s upcoming concerts (only one concert during the study)         
and stating that it only knew about the concert         
“Solistprisvinnaren” during the test period. P1 responded by        
arguing that he had tickets to the other concert. When this           
was not answered in a way P1 desired, he chose the option            
to view information regarding the concert included in the         
study instead. 

 

Figure 8: P1 asking about a concert which was not part 
of the study 
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On another occasion, P1 got frustrated when in a convo          
with the bot about the concert and the bot could not give an             
answer as to when the concert would end, instead just          
repeating the same question until a valid answer was         
received. In Figure 9 this part of the conversation is shown;           
BerwaldBoten keeps repeating “What do you want to know         
about the concert?”; P1 says “when does it end[?]”,         
“Goddag Yxskaft” (an idiom used when someone gives a         
completely irrelevant answer to a question), and “4711”        
(random number) before pressing one of the quick replies. 

BerwaldBoten: Vad vill du veta om konserten? 

P1: när slutar den 

BerwaldBoten: Vad vill du veta om konserten? 

P1: Goddag Yxskaft 

BerwaldBoten: Vad vill du veta om konserten? 

P1: 4711 

BerwaldBoten: Vad vill du veta om konserten? 

Figure 9: The chatbot repeating a question 

Another example was when P5 started a convo with the          
chatbot about the upcoming concert and asked it about         
ticket prices. The bot did not have information about this,          
so it just asked what P5 wanted to know about the concert            
repeatedly. Then P5 tried asking the same question in         
different ways as well as using the keyword “help [hjälp]”          
which the bot had said in its first message that the user            
could write when she wanted more information. This did         
not work since the bot had entered a convo state where it            
only accepted keywords synonymous to the quick replies        
shown as buttons on the screen. The user also asked about           
the length of the concert when she received the concert          
reminder message. The chatbot could not give this specific         
information by itself since it was designed to only give it as            
part of the general information text presented about the         
concert. After not getting the information requested, P5        
stopped chatting to the bot. 

Usage of Quick Replies and Written Text 
Two users (P2 and P8) only used quick replies to interact           
with the bot; P4 only used quick replies except for the           
message when she reported that listening to the music on          
Spotify did not work. P2 and P4 were also the users who            
sent most messages to the bot. In contrast, P8 was the user            
who sent the least amount of messages while also having          
the lowest self-perceived level of technological      
competence. 

All other users in the study used both quick reply buttons           
and written text. Three users (P3, P6 and P7) only used           
quick reply buttons for gathering information/navigating the       
chatbot’s convos, but they also used written text to provide          
conversational fillers or small talk. 

DISCUSSION 
Based on the results from the user study, a majority of the            
users found it easier to get information regarding the         
concert through the use of the chatbot than without it,          
similar to what [29] found with FAQchat, and liked having          
it on Facebook Messenger as it was convenient. As all users           
but one would also consider using a chatbot for information          
regarding future concerts (all if the bot was “smarter”), the          
prototype can be considered a successful proof of concept         
for the integration of a chatbot into Berwaldhallen’s overall         
digital presence. 

Apart from the users finding it easier to get information          
with the chatbot and thinking it was convenient to have it           
appear on Facebook Messenger, being sent a concert        
reminder from it was perceived positively. This further        
indicates that a chatbot can act as an easily accessible          
information source. 

By having a popular messaging application—which may       
already be used to converse with friends and family—as the          
platform for the chatbot, the impairments discussed in [11]         
can be accounted for. First of all, the users might be           
familiar with the environment, giving them a greater        
confidence level. The users can also use existing        
accessibility tools available for the application to help them         
with, for example, visual impairments. Also, the ability to         
see all previous messages/actions in the chat log can help          
with potential memory impairments. 

Ways of Interacting 
As indicated by the users of this study, the way elderly           
concert subscribers prefer interacting with a chatbot can        
vary greatly, even when they consider themselves to be         
equally technologically competent. Therefore, providing     
them with alternatives to either click on quick reply buttons          
or writing free text at all times is important to keep in mind             
when designing a chatbot. As stated in [11], the users might           
have a wide range of impairments and confidence levels         
meaning that they may not be able to use the bot if their             
preferred way of interacting is not supported. Quick replies         
(added to Facebook Messenger in June 2016 and available         
in Telegram, Kik and Skype, under slightly different names,         
for some time) simplifies user interaction and provides a         
more fluid control of the chat flow. This way of interaction           
could prove to be immensely useful for chatbots going         
forward. Controlling the chat flow using quick replies is         
also easier to implement than NLP/NLU or AI. Giving the          
users more ways of interacting with your chatbot improves         
the user experience since they can chose to use the          
modality/way of interacting which they are most       
comfortable with. Combining quick replies, to allow users        
to see the state and flow of the chat, with a larger pattern             
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matching database or NLP/NLU, for allowing the users to         
express themselves more freely, could enable richer user        
experiences. 

The information card templates were appreciated by the        
users and made the bot more versatile with its information          
presentation compared to the classic "plain text only"        
approach of chatbots. The users were however positive        
toward also having plain information texts in the chat, but          
one user indicated a need for the texts to be shorter. The            
chatbot could be designed to give a plain text summary and           
then provide a link to a webpage where the users can read            
the full information text. 

Limitations of the Chatbot 
Participants of the study both thanked the chatbot for         
providing them with information, told it about about having         
a subscription, as well as their thoughts and feelings         
regarding the concert. These responses can be attributed to         
the users believing that the chatbot had more intelligence         
than it really had and also them thinking it was an entity            
caring about their thoughts and feelings. This is in line with           
what the ELIZA effect [36] is described as, and in          
accordance with the research by Reeves and Nass [25].         
Some users had problems interacting with the chatbot        
because of their incorrect ideas of the chatbots capability         
and intelligence. An example of this is users asking for          
information the bot could not give, such as the concert          
price. Another problem area was that users did not get a           
clear enough indication that the chatbot had entered a convo          
where the responses it could handle was limited to the topic           
at hand. Stating limitations of the chatbot is important both          
during the onboarding process [31], and later on to enable          
the users to build a more correct mental model of the           
chatbot as well as for them to understand the system          
capability and intelligence of the bot [16]. As exemplified         
in Figure 8, the chatbot should be more clear and detailed           
about its limitations from the start. 

The feedback from the pre-study showed a very positive         
response to the use of quick replies at each step of the            
conversation. If the buttons were left out in any of the steps,            
and the users were expected to answer with written text,          
many did not know what to write or what alternatives they           
had (since the bot could only handle a fraction of possible           
answers, but the users could not know which ones). Half of           
the users in the study expressed a desire for the bot to have             
greater NLU than it did, saying they expected more         
“Siri-like” behaviour and that it is easier to get your own           
message across when writing yourself. This is in line with          
the research by Luger and Sellen [16] regarding the users’          
expectations being different to what the chatbot is capable         
of. To handle this problem, the developer could add an          

explanation of what conversational patterns the bot can        
manage or not in the beginning of the chat. Additionally,          
the chatbot should be transparent and explain when it         
receives a message it cannot handle. As said before, a NLP           
and NLU system can also be implemented to allow the          
users to write in more varied ways and still be understood           
by the bot. 

Conversational Blunders 
Parts of the “conversational fillers” mentioned in the results         
can be seen as small talk, which the bot should be able to             
handle if one wants it to be perceived as more trustworthy           
according to Bickmore and Cassell [4]. Sometimes the        
chatbot does not have to give an answer or repeat a question            
when receiving a written message, because the user is         
simply using conversational fillers not requiring a response,        
especially if the bot cannot comprehend the message or         
have a reasonable answer. When having to ask for         
clarifications or explain to the user that what they just said           
could not be understood or handled at a certain part of a            
conversation, it is important to not just repeat the same          
question over and over again as [14] states. The chatbot          
should therefore have variations prepared and give clearer        
explanations to the user as to what happens and why. 

Method Critique 
The participants of the study cannot be regarded as the          
typical elderly users of Berwaldhallen because of the        
participants’ high level of technological competence      
compared to the average reported in Davidsson and        
Findahl’s report [8]. Also, them being confident enough to         
voluntarily participate in a study such as this one where          
they try out a prototype of new technology indicates that          
they might not be part of the elderly demographic which          
has trouble using technology because of low confidence.        
They did however provide valuable feedback and       
qualitative data which can be taken into consideration when         
developing further prototypes which can be tested on a         
broader population of classical music subscribers. When       
testing on a broader population, the requirement of them         
having a Facebook account should be lifted since it could          
limit the testers to those with higher-than-average technical        
proficiency.  

Because the users didn’t have any specific task to perform          
other than using the chatbot in whatever way they wanted,          
the usage amount and way of using it varied greatly. This           
was both positive and negative as it gave indications as to           
how the users would use it in everyday settings, but also           
made the study rely too much on the individual usage          
without any easily replicable usage scenarios. In order to         
get more concise and easily comparable results, having        
users perform tasks in a controlled setting could be done. A           
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task could for example be getting information regarding a         
composer, or find and listen to a musical piece to be           
performed at the concert. This would not give indications         
about usage in normal everyday settings but could instead         
be more focused on specific parts of the design. 

The study could also have included focus groups and/or         
interviews to gain more in-depth understanding regarding       
the participants, their thoughts and their usage experiences        
with the chatbot. 

Future Additions and Research 
When users starts chatting with the bot for the first time           
there should be an introductory tutorial. In the tutorial, the          
users could for example connect their concert subscription        
accounts (if available) to the chatbot or tell the bot about           
what concerts they are interested in or have tickets to as a            
way to learn how to use the chatbot. This is in line with the              
possible need to design for onboarding that Sörensen [31]         
discusses. The addition of playful aspects could streamline        
the learning process since users are more willing to explore          
the chatbot in a playful manner. One should however not          
raise the users’ expectations about the chatbot’s capabilities        
too high during the play phase, as explained in [16]. 

For further development iterations, more user tests could be         
conducted and perhaps interviews/focus groups with the       
intention to gather information about what the users might         
say and ask the bot. After a more extensive collection of           
potential user phrases and intentions has been collected,        
chatbot answers to them can be designed either by using          
pattern matching together with a database of the results or          
by training a NLP/NLU service with the collection. 

One possible future addition could be having the bot collect          
reviews from users after they have been to a concert, since           
one of the participating users gave one spontaneously        
(without getting a relevant reply from the bot). This could          
be done by asking the users, who do not give one on their             
own accord, a certain time after the concert to leave a quick            
comment about their experience. The chatbot could also        
collect information from all of Berwaldhallen’s information       
sources (website, emails and social media posts) to act as a           
platform where all this information is available. This would         
help users find specific information as it would no longer be           
spread out in different media. Another improvement to the         
user experience would be connecting the chatbot to        
Berwaldhallen’s new API (created for the new website) in         
order to get information about all upcoming concerts as         
well as about the users and their associated subscriptions.         
By the bot having access to more information regarding a          
user and their subscription, it could open up for a more           
personalised experience. 

Barely any public research has been done on the use of           
quick reply buttons and information card templates       
containing images and text, which was used extensively by         
BerwaldBoten. Research focused on these two ways of        
interacting could provide great insights and pave the way         
for future chatbot interaction paradigms. Another research       
area that would be of interest is focusing on chatbots who           
appear in several different messaging platforms. One could        
explore how users can continue the same conversation with         
a bot when switching from one messaging platform to         
another. This could be a way to increase the convenience          
for the user. 

CONCLUSION 
In this thesis an exploration and discussion about how a          
chatbot can be designed to be used as a tool to give elderly             
classical music concert subscribers information about      
concerts they are attending has been performed. For this, a          
proof of concept chatbot which provided information was        
created and shown to be successful because (a) it helped          
users find information easier, and (b) users considered using         
it for future concerts. 

BerwaldBoten was considered convenient and easily      
accessible, making it easier to get concert information for         
6/8 of the users. The way it provided information from a           
range of different sources contributed to the users viewing it          
as convenient. Furthermore, a need to provide the users         
with the alternatives to use either quick replies or free text           
at all times was indicated. Half of the users in the study            
desired greater NLU in the chatbot while the other half          
would still prefer interacting using quick replies even if the          
NLU was better. There was also an indication of a need for            
the bot to be able to handle small talk or conversational           
fillers for better user experiences. Moreover, the importance        
of stating limitations and being transparent regarding the        
system state at all times was discussed. 

From this a few guidelines for future chatbot designs can be           
gathered: 

● Providing information from a range of different       
sources contributes to users viewing a chatbot as        
convenient. 

● Users should be presented with alternatives to use        
either quick replies or free text at all times. 

● A chatbot should be able to handle small talk or          
conversational fillers for better user experiences. 

● It is important to state system limitations and being         
transparent regarding the system state at all times. 
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